Abstract
Introduction
Many applications of computer vision start with passive imaging, where target illumination cannot be controlled, but intensity values under examination may have a very wide dynamic range. For example, scene classification or many tasks of surveillance may require imaging of outdoor scenes where areas under sunlight and shadows have a large contrast in brightness. Similarly, sunlight entering through windows causes wide variation for image intensities, whereas the high dynamic range seen in face detection and recognition tasks might be due to the shiny nature of human skin.
When such views are imaged by a conventional video camera, recognition accuracy is reduced due to the limited dynamic range that can be captured. Frames may contain saturated pixels, which provide no useful information. On the other hand, dark regions contain noisy data and poor separation of details. By adjusting the exposure, one may improve the accuracy at the one end, but simultaneously reduce it at the other.
Generating high dynamic range (HDR) videos by combining low dynamic range (LDR) frames is a solution to overcome this problem with conventional cameras. Figure  1 illustrates a situation where subsequential frames (a)-(c), taken with different exposure times, are combined into a HDR frame (d). The lower row in the figure shows some details (with histograms stretched for visualization purposes). The HDR frame preserves details of both dark and light regions.
Most of the approaches related deal with still images and contribute mostly to solving unknown camera response functions [1, 2, 8, 9] that are needed in order to produce a realistic looking image. We use a CCD camera, where response is either linear or easily linearized. Also we set the exposures automatically ourselves, so we do not need to estimate these from the scratch. Our method is mainly intended as a pre-step for vision problems, and we do not try to please the human eye, nor do we therefore consider tonemapping either.
Generating HDR videos is addressed in [5] . Although they mentioned setting the exposures based on the scene, no automatic algorithm was given or further discussed, but the maximum available ratio of 16 between the frames was apparently used. Using fixed multiples for exposures is a common strategy in many papers [9, 12] .
While most of the approaches assume a relatively still scene, frame alignment is considered in [5, 7] , for example. The local motion seen in frames is often handled with a weighting function, which downplays the samples in disagreement. This kind of certainty function used to combine a number of pixels into one is used in [1, 5, 8, 9] . On the other hand, some methods use only the brightest non-saturated pixel ( [6, 12] ), it being the pixel with highest SNR. A maximum likelihood approach with Gaussian noise assumption is utilized in [11] , where the uncertainty function is used as noise. This paper contains the following original contributions:
• Exposure for each LDR frame is adjusted automatically instead of using fixed intervals. Two approaches, based on information content, are proposed.
• A maximum likelihood approach, taking the Poisson distribution of light into an account, is given for combining these frames into HDR frames.
• The method is seen as a preprocessing step for a vision system, and its suitability for common texture based classification tasks is evaluated and discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we address the problem of setting the exposures for LDR frames to maximize the information provided. Section 3 deals with combining these frames into one HDR frame. Section 4 contains experiments and Section 5 draws the conclusions. 
Adaptive exposure control
The task of adjusting exposures for successive frames is not typically addressed, but some fixed ratio is used. However, taking the view already in this phase into an account improves the video quality. We want to maximize the information that a given number (n) of observations provides about the scene. That is, mutual information I between these:
.., O n are the observations about the real scene S, H(O) is the entropy of observations, H(O|S) is the conditional entropy of O given S, and p(s) is the pdf of scene radiation. If we assume that the same scene always leads to the same observations, H(O|s) = 0, and maximizing the mutual information by adjusting the exposures t 1 , ..., t n equals maximizing the entropy of observations:
The assumption above is very simplified, because the noise is always present. Unfortunately, solving the equation of mutual information would also require knowing the real distribution of scene radiation, p(s). Experiments made indicate that for a number of predefined scene pdf, maximizing the mutual information goes alongside maximization of the signalto-noise ration (SNR) of an image. In fact, under certain assumptions, this is the same also in theory. While we do not assume any certain distributions, the noise model is utilized by maximizing the average SNR over all I pixels in the resulting HDR image.
The signal for a pixel I is the number of photons that contribute for its brightness, S I = r n j=1 I j , when a pixel I j is valid for every LDR frame (j = 1...n). The parameter r is the number of photons needed to gain one level of intensity, determined by camera gain and the quantum efficiency of the CCD, and a linear response is assumed for simplicity. Each observation I j is quantized, initially drawn from the Poisson distribution.
Under typical imaging conditions (large light signals, short exposure times), we may ignore the dark current and read noise. In this case, the noise for a pixel I is N I = r
12 . In addition, quantization noise r/ √ 12 is effective only for the darkest intensity levels. Thus, the major source of noise is photon noise, and the SNR is thus almost equal to the square root of the intensity measured. Until it saturates, the SNR for a pixel can be increased by increasing the exposure time, while adjusting the gain would increase the noise as well.
Maximizing the entropy spreads intensity values evenly among all the quantization levels, and thus enables good separation of intensities at all brightnesses. If a uncertainty model of light source is utilized, SNR up to scale can be computed rather accurately, even if the camera parameters are not known. It works quite similarly with entropy, but gives some emphasize to reliability, i.e. random noise would not improve the measurements even if it spread the intensity values.
Both of the criteria proposed, entropy and SNR, can be computed effectively from histograms. These are estimated for different exposures by interpolating the histograms of previous frames. Current implementation uses look-up tables and fast three step search to choose the exposures among more than 500 candidates, and is capable of adjusting the exposures at 30 frames per second.
HDR frame construction
If the camera is able to move between successive frames, they need to be aligned first in order to produce high quality, artifact free HDR frame. After the difference in overall brightness is compensated for and the saturated areas are taken under special consideration, any global motion compensation technique may be used. In the experiments of this paper, we use SIFT features with RANSAC sampling for this.
Light radiation is a Poisson process:
, where k is the number of photons emitted and λ is the target intensity (the expected number of photons per second). Factor t is the time used to count photons, i.e. exposure time for a pixel. When there are n observations (k j ) from the same target at different time instances and different exposure times t j , the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate for target intensity isλ = n j=1 k j / j t j . Similarly, for j aligned, non-saturated images, the ML estimate for pixel intensity is proportional toÎ
where I j is the pixel value of the LDR frame j and 1/γ is the gamma correction, if used. After we have taken the frames with known exposure times, we use equation 3 to get the ML estimate for each pixel. For these, we only include these frames that are not saturated at this location. The equation relies most on the lightest nonsaturated pixels, i.e. pixels with the highest SNR, but uses all the information available. In addition, we compute the validity for all the pixels, and thus tolerate also local motion between the frames, as non-valid regions are ignored.
It is interesting to note that for a set of aligned nonsaturated images, the ML estimate for pixel intensities (up to scale factor) is obtained simply by summing all the images. In fact, as stated by [3] , as the camera response is monotonically increasing, summing all the frames provides all the intensity levels available. With certain requirements, a direct sum of all framesÎ
can be used for a vision task. The requirements are: local motion in the frames is acceptable (or there are none), direct intensity values between the successive frames are not compared, and the descriptors computed from images are invariant for monotonic changes in illumination. For example, the texture based background subtraction method [4] , also used in the experiments, meets these requirements. Figure 2 shows how two uniform quantizations of a signal (a) are combined into one by using (b) only the most reliable (brightest non-saturated) pixel, (c) the sum approach of equation 4, and (d) the maximum likelihood approach (equation 3). The lower part of the figure quantizes an example signal. Note how the first (b) does not quantize the signal as finely. Also, it does not improve the SNR of dark areas by taking all the observations into account, which is the case for (c) and (d). Both (c) and (d) quantize the signal at the same positions, but only ML produces a linear response revealing the true brightness. The slopes of the LDR responses in (a) are equal to the exposure times, the setting of which was discussed in the previous section.
Experiments
The HDR frames provide a wide range of color and intensity information about the target scene. Among these, texture information is an important cue, one successful example being an LBP texture descriptor [10] . With this, frames are typically divided into small blocks, and for each of these, a histogram of LBP codes is computed and used as a feature vector. LBP is a binary code that describes the local texture pattern by thresholding a neighborhood by the gray value of its center. Although it is in theory invariant to monotonic illumination changes, it is affected by the exposure.
When there is no movement in a scene, the same areas should provide exactly the same information over and over again. However, especially the dark regions are noisy, and the randomness has a relatively large effect, making the aforementioned kind of texture measurements unstable. On the other hand, to be effective, the feature vector at one location should differ from others in the same frame. Due to rough quantization, different dark regions more often produce similar information -not to mention the saturated areas, which look all the same no matter what is the target behind these. In the first experiments, we measured these two phenomena, called stability and separability.
Stability is the average Chi-Square distance between the LBP histograms of successive frames at fixed locations: Stab = 1 N x,y,t d(LBP x,y,t , LBP x,y,t−1 ), thus producing smaller values for more stable regions. Before computing the stability, motion between the HDR frames at time instances t and t − 1 is compensated for. The separability value, Sep = 1 N x,y,t min (i,j) =(x,y) d(LBP x,y,t , LBP i,j,t ), indicates how much the regions averagely differ from the next most similar regions in the same frame with their LBP histograms. Measuring the stability and separability allows unsupervised evaluation but also produces measurements that correspond well with many real applications.
The results for three different test sets are shown in Figures 3 (a) , (b) and (c). In these, the videos with equal content are observed by using from one up to four LDR frames for each HDR frame. Test 1 and 2 are shot using the tripod. In these, we compare both of the presented strategies for automatic exposure setting, and all the three presented strategies for constructing pixel values. Test set 1 contains a high dynamic range with clearly bimodal distribution. The dynamic range for test set 2 is lower, the distribution is more uniform, and the target is much more noisy due to increased gain.
The difference between using SNR or entropy criteria is marginal, seeming to favor slightly SNR. Summing of all the points provides the best results among the different combining strategies. This is mainly due to small inaccuracies in camera responses, knowledge of which is not needed in this approach. If there were to be local motion (need for fidelity check), or if the real brightness ratios were needed (if successive frames were compared, for example), the ML approach would be preferred.
Test set 3 is rather similar to the set 1, but is taken freehand. For this, only the results for the best strategies, SNR and 'sum of points', are shown, and the need for LDR frame alignment is evaluated. For all tests, it can be seen that increasing the frames substantially improves the results, especially due to increased stability (i.e. reduced value) but also by increasing the separability (uniqueness of LBP histograms). The need for aligning the frames of course depends on whether there is global motion between the frames. If the view is strictly fixed, it might be even better to avoid the error prone alignment. However, it is interested to note, that even in the case of small motion (test 3), to some extent using the multiple frames without alignment outperforms using less frames with motion correction.
Experiment 4 deals with a real application. It is very similar to the texture based background subtraction method pro- [4] . In the experiment, background from videos with the same contents, but combined from one up to four LDR frames, are extracted. The manually set ground truth for the video consists of background, foreground, and 'don't care' boundary areas (shadows etc.). The rough labeling is not enough to evaluate the background subtraction method itself, but is sufficient to compare the different videos. Again, increasing the cameras increases the performance. The suitable number of cameras depends on the target video; here we have a very wide dynamic range and three LDR frames of 8 bits each looks like a reasonable choice.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for generating high dynamic range videos by combining sequential frames taken with a conventional low dynamic range camera. The approach was especially considered from the computer vision point of view.
Criteria for automatic exposure control arise from the demand to maximize the information that video provides about the view. Both of the criteria proposed, entropy and SNR, result in a clear enhancement in the dynamic range captured. Pixel values for HDR frames are obtained from LDR frames in the maximum likelihood manner, which eventually leads to a simple solution. In some cases, all the necessary information can be obtained even more easily, simply by summing all the images. Exposures are controlled by observing the image histograms, and with simple image summing without alignment, HDR videos can be built in real-time.
Doubling the number of alternating LDR frames provides at least a 3dB increase in SNR, but the advantage and the best number for frames depends on the distribution of the target radiance. It should be born in mind, that increasing the number of LDR frames is a compromise between decreasing the temporal resolution, and the quality cannot be increased infinitely this way. However, experiments show that combining 2-4 LDR frames significantly improves the classification accuracy to be achieved, compared to using the original LDR videos directly.
